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Abstract: Adders are one of the widely used digital components in digital integrated circuit design. Addition is 

the basic operation used in almost all computational systems. Therefore, the efficient implementation and design 

of arithmetic units requires the binary adder structures to be implemented in an equally efficient manner. A 

ripple carry adder has smaller area but less speed. A carry look-ahead adder is faster though its area 

requirements are high. Carry select adders (CSLA) lie in middle. In this work a novel carry select adder using 

Binary Excess Converter (BEC) is proposed. It provides good compromise between cost and performance 

thereby establishing a proper trade-off between time and area complexities. In this work  Tanner EDA is used 

for the comparison of all adders – Ripple carry adder, Bitwise carry select adder, Square root carry select 

adder, proposed carry select adder using BEC. 
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I. Introduction 
In recent years, the increasing demand for high-speed arithmetic units in microprocessors, image  

processing units and DSP chips has paved the path for development of high-speed adders as addition is an 

indispensable operation in almost every arithmetic unit; also it acts as the basic building block for synthesis of 

all other arithmetic computations. To increase portability of systems and battery life, area and power are the 

critical factors of concern. Even in Servers and Personal Computers (PC), power dissipation is an important 

design parameter. In today‘s scenario, design of area-efficient and power-efficient high-speed logic systems is 

the one of the crucial areas of research in VLSI design. In digital adders, the speed of addition is limited by the 

time required by the carry to propagate through it. Depending on the area, delay and power consumption 

requirements, several adder    implementations have been proposed. Ripple Carry Adders with the most compact 

design among all types of adders are slowest in speed. 

Carry Select Adder (CSLA) is one of the fastest adders used in many data-processing processors to 

perform fast arithmetic functions. By gate level modification of CSLA architecture, we can reduce area and 

power. 

The basic motive of this work is to design and develop an efficient less area and low power adder. 

From the structure of the CSLA, it is clear that there is scope for reducing the area and power consumption in 

the CSLA. This work uses simple and efficient gate-level modification to significantly reduce the area and 

power of the CSLA. The proposed design reduces area and power as compared with the regular SQRT CSLA 

with only a slight increase in the delay. 

 

II. Regular Carry Select Adder 
In regular carry select adder (CSLA) the optimization of power and area is possible trying different 

options for the logic style, differential cascode voltage switch, complementary pass-transistor logic, double 

pass-transistor logic, and swing restored CPL, and hybrid styles. The main advantage of CSLA [1] is to reduced 

propagation delay characteristics. This is realized by the use of parallel stages that results from multiple pairs of 

ripple carry adder (RCA). In ripple carry adder, carry-out of one stage is connected carry-in of next stage. The 

sum and carry out bits of any stage cannot be produced, until sometime after the carry–in of the stage occurs. 

This is due to the propagation delay in logic circuitry, which leads to a time delay in the addition process. 

Therefore, for entire process in ripple carry adder the speed of addition is limited by the time required 

to propagate a carry through adder. The CSLA is use in many computational systems to alleviate the problem of 

carry propagation delay by independently generating multiple  
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Carries from CSLA and then select a carry to generate the sum. 

 

III. Binary Excess Convertor (BEC) 

The main idea of this work is to use BEC instead of the RCA with Cin=1 in order to reduce the area 

and power consumption of the regular CSLA. Fig 2 shows a 4bit BEC logic diagram consisting of XOR, AND 

gates and an inverter. Fig.3 a) shows the schematic view of 4-bit BEC. The main advantage of this BEC logic 

comes from the lesser number of logic gates than the n-bit Full Adder (FA) structure. 

 

 
Fig 2:  4-bit Binary Excess Converter (BEC) 

 

 
 

Fig.3 (a): Schematic view of 4-bit BEC 

 

 
 

Fig. 3(b):  Waveform of 4-bit BEC 
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IV. Proposed Carry Select Adder 

The proposed carry select adder (CSLA) is as shown in figure (4). It consists of RCA, BEC and 

multiplexer. Based on this modification 8-, 16--b square-root CSLA (SQRT CSLA) architecture has been 

developed and compared with the regular SQRT CSLA [1] architecture. The proposed design has to reduced 

area and power as compared with the regular SQRT CSLA with only a slight increase in the delay. Figure (2) 

shows the architecture of proposed BEC 2248 Efficient carry select adder. It shows a (BEC) Efficient Novel 

CSLA [1] that replaces the RCA with input carry as ‗1‘ block in conventional square root CSLA. This produces 

the two possible partial results in parallel and the multiplexer is use to select either the BEC output or the direct 

input according  to the control signal ‗Cin‘ The LSB‘s are added using conventional RCA. Once all the sums 

and carries are calculated, the final sums are computed using multiplexers having minimal delay. The 

multiplexer block receives the two sets of input and selects the final sum based on the select input from the 

previous stage. By using this modification area, power dissipation can be reduced.  As shown in fig (1) RCA 

that is used in regular 16-bit SQRT CLSA is replaced by Binary Excess Convertor (BEC). 

Thus, the number of gates will be reduced as compared to the regular SQRT CSLA. This can be helpful 

for reducing area,   delay as well as power consumption. The 4-bit BEC structure is as shown in fig (2).     
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To reduce delay in CSLA certain modifications can be done in BEC in order to reduced area, delay and 

power consumption. Here we can reduce the size as well as number of gates by simply using BEC in place of 

RCA. The modified SQRT CSLA is then compare with regular SQRT CSLA in order to optimized power and 

area 

 

V. Results 
The design proposed in this work has been developed using Tanner EDA using typical libraries of 

TSMC 50nm technology. The synthesized netlist and their respective design constraints file are important 

imported to microwind encounter and are used to generate automated layout from standard cells and placement 

and routing. 

Table below exhibits the simulation result of both regular and modified CSLA in the terms of area, 

delay and power. The area indicates the total cell area of the design in terms of number of MOSFETs. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of 8-bit Regular & Proposed CSLA 
 
Parameters 

      
8-bit 

 

Regular            Modified 

 

Area (No. of 

MOSFET) 

 

  895                     548 

 

  Power(uw) 

 

  4.34                    2.35            

 

  Current(nA) 

 

  68.71                  47.19 
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Table 2: Comparison of 16-bit Regular & Proposed CSLA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 
A simple approach is proposed in this paper is to reduce the area and power consumption of CSLA 

architecture. The reduced number of gates in this work offers the great advantage in the reduction of area and 

the total power. By comparing the proposed CSLA with regular CSLA, the area and power of the 16-b modified 

CSLA are significantly reduced by 15% and 20% respectively. The modified CSLA architecture is therefore, 

low area, low power, simple and efficient for VLSI hardware implementation. It would be interesting to test the 

design of the modified 128-b SQRT CSLA. 
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Parameters 

      
16-bit 

 

Regular            Modified 

 
  Area (No. of      

    MOSFET) 

 
  1929                  1414 

 
  Power(uw) 

 
  6.73                   3.65           

 

  Current(nA) 

 

52.60                73.06 


